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advertisements. The team offers the latest and the biggest iPhone in two colors (silver and space gray) displayed under different angles. Each one comes in PSD file with gigantic 6,000 by 3,375-pixel resolution and 300 DPI quality. It is available in Sketch App andÃ ÂPSDÃ Âformats. The smartphone is inserted into the hand of a user, making the
promoted app look practical and businesslike. Therefore, it is time to replenish our toolkit with the corresponding mockups to make the presentation and product display modern and top-notch. The customization is simple: use well-grouped smart objects and layers to get the look and feel you are after. The freebie is available in two formats (PSD and
AI) with a max resolution of 3000 x 2250 px and support of 2x. There is also a skeuomorphic iPhone X mockup that comes as a pleasant bonus. Collection of The Free iPhone 13 Mockups iPhone 13 (All Colors) Free Mockup + iPhone 13 Pro We will start our collection with freebies by Pixels Design, whose team has generously given away a full range of
iPhone 13 mockups. Consider this free pack crafted by Kreativgebiet. It includes: Smart objects to insert UI screens inside without much effort All possible color options so you can quickly switch between skins Three additional shadow variants (stand, table, and floating) to imitate various views and give the scene a powerful sense of realism
Customizable background layer to create a proper entourage Everything is available inside a fully layered PSD file. Thanks to this angle, not only does the device face the audience upfront so that users can see the work in all its glory, but it also hints about the polished shiny metallic edge with button, speaker grill, and port for the Lightning
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31 enohPi od spukcoM .o£Ã§Ãisopmoc ad ortemÃtnec adac in the main role. However, the outside of the device was almost the same. Introduction to the sick and tired of mockery with front view? The scene features iPhone 13 Pro Max in the new coating, Sierra Blue. You can get models that feature the Apple smartphone displayed under the
standard. Great intelligent objects and a fully layer file, you can make any adjustments. Isomã © 3D IPHONE 13 MOCKUP Another way to make your job stand out from the multidion is to go to an isomy vision with incredible depth and three -dimensional appeal. Although the main part of your package is available for a small rate, however, you can
enjoy two of your high quality rendered free. But it is enough for experiments. In addition, he added devices with shadow to the Chã £ o To make them look like they are posing. You can change all the details of the scene: color, design and background. Dark, elegant, and Nifty for Sketch aficionados, there is a perfect way to create screens and
application presentations without leaving the editor granted beloved vector. Hero iPhone x mockups See here the presentation. For the first time in more than one of one, Apple changed the name scheme. There were hundreds of memes, sarcastic blog â € œJony Ive Redesigns Thingsâ € and millions of negative comments. Within the file, you can see
an iPhone 13 pro that is in a frontal perspective, which is ideal for showing Uis and works of art and giving your customers an idea of how they can look in real life. IPHONE 11 MOCKUP BY YUDIZ SOLUTION A Last in this section is a freebie for a creative estate. In addition, all layers are easily customized so that you can change colors, add your
work or concept and enjoy the result in seconds. The device is presented in two colors: black and white. It is an excellent asset for those who want to show wide range of your website or UIs application or♫ it's not the same ♪ C .tnagele yldetbuodnu tey ,laminim si tI .amgiF dna ,hctekS ,pohsotohP ni pukcom deliated-hgih siht htiw krow nac uoy
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presentations using iPhone models of two new phones. The iPhone 13 core has received numerous updates: the most significant of them are the Super Retina XDR monitor that provides a much brighter screen, new cameras, A15 Bionic, a larger battery, and more storage. Each has all the original finishes so you can get straight to the job. It has a
watchful rendering of iPhone 12 standing in all its glory and facing the viewers ahead. This time-proven trick makes any product inside the make sure you feel credible and credible. Not only were the “brain” and “internal system” renewed, but the exterior also saw some improvements. The gadget ooz elegance and luxury. He gave out iPhone 12
renderings and iPhone 12 Pro highlight in the female hand. Thanks to an increasingly high resolution (8500 x 6500 px) and quality (300 DPI), this PSD file can be used in various artworks and projects. Available in file PSD with dimension 4000 x 3000 px, promises excellent quality for various screen sizes. And thanks to the high resolution, it makes it
excellent on all popular devices, staggering up and down without losing quality. Mix and match to create an inspiring presentation, as the artist did in your Dribbble account. You can play with colors, backgrounds, fonts and layers or just fall into your project, and you are good to go. Although it is not a game-changer, it is still designed to push the
limits and test the limits of what is possible nowadays, giving you a solid foundation to enjoy cutting-edge technologies. The device faces the crowd to display works of art in all its glory. I bet you see this duo at the workplace a lot. As for the specification, the device is available in four different finishes so you can quickly put it in play. As last year,
September 14 saw the introduction of new devices on the mobile phone line of theiPhone 13 and iPhone 13 mini as new © dio and iPhone 13 pro and e e intelligent devices 13 Pro Max as new high-level devices. The file is available in PSD format. You can show them side by side or, on the contrary, just one version and capitalize it. The main visual
differences are in size, color and a number of cameras on the back. The small package, which includes only two simulators, features realistic and refined 3D graphics designs. iPhone 11 Pro iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max are emblematic of the Apple mobile phone line. Apple did not present some radical changes in iPhone design, sticking to
elegant familiar shapes with the flat-end square tip design that last year was warmly welcomed by the community. The artist gives you an opportunity to not only add user interface within the simulacrum, but also resize and change the color of the status bar icons, and replace the background for something more realistic. The triple chamber block is
refined. It is available in PSD format. As usual, specifications meet all standards and requirements. Its take on the regular version of iPhone 11 includes a small series of textured simulations that instantly capture an eye with a bold appearance. It is fully compatible with Adobe Photoshop and newer versions. iPhone 13 GraphicGata Mockup Just like
the previous freebie, this also features only the regular version of iPhone 13, although with an exception, the package has only 1 PSD file displaying the device in a perspective. This time it was created by a talented artist from Bangladesh, Faridul Haque. You can quickly get one of the Design Bolts, whose team shared with their audience the first
iPhone 13 rate simulacrum presented in an isometric projection. iPhone 11 Clay Mockup Mockupdaddy's freebie is in contrast to those above. Each has a front view with both back and front sides.by Mockup iPhone 12 If you are sick and tired of overly realistic simulations and want to show your product in a clean, pure, and etnematla enohPi ed
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For those who want to stand out using unusual skin, the team atrão Store provides this unique opportunity. The design team behind Pixeden, one of the leading companies in this area, gives away a freebie to meet this need. Thanks to carefully organized layers and a fully customizable layout, you can easily recreate this range by yourself. October is in
full swing that means it is time to refill our toolkits with brand-new Apple gadgets. Even though it comes in just in one color, you can easily change it. Use CS6 or higher versions to make adjustments. The freebie by Zee Que covers all the models at once. This is a solution for those who prefer to begin UI projects with hand sketching flows and layouts.
It is available in a vast resolution of 6000 x 4500 px in a file with fully separated layers. What do you think about the new Apple models? While we are all waiting for our pre-orders to be fulfilled, we can already use mockups for design presentation purposes. They are successors to iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max. What¢ÃÂÂs more, it is available in
three different angles (including front, perspective, and isometric). As usual, all the layers are editable, so you can customize them whatever you like. While iPhone 12, iPhone Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max were entirely predictable, iPhone 12 Mini came as a surprise, though, as a pleasant one. Free iPhone 13 Mockup from Mockups Design Although
the Mockups Design team did not cover the whole range of new iPhones nevertheless, their giveaway pack with iPhone 13 is enough to revamp your old works¢ÃÂÂ presentations, making them look fresh and stylish. The coating is white, though you can easily change that through smart layers. Each model has this irresistible vector quality that makes
the presentation feel artistic and sophisticated. The first one shows the device standing and facing the crowd under a certain angle to unveil the beautiful square-edged design and give a close-up look at the work. We have got you covered with the iPhone 13 mockup by Max Rudberg. It is a mega package that includes high pixel renderings of iPhone
12 Mini, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro and iPhone 12 Pro Max. It offers elegant contour shapes with minimal décor, with a tasteful and elegant décor. The Max version is not included, but there are all finishes for the regular and Pro versions. Considering that another shows an iPhone zombas apartment that are organized in close proximity. These free
models feature iPhone 13 Pro Max. Made with minimalism in mind, it seems incredibly simple but still exceptional. Whatever you are doing, thanks to the elegant vector style, you will have a refined result. As benefits, the model is fully editable thanks to well-organized smart objects and layers. iPhone 12 Pro by Asylab For those of you who enjoy
classic front views, the team behind Asylab gave the iPhone 12 Pro rendering on front foot. This year, Apple surprised everyone, revealing no three, but four models with a new size. It is available in Sketch App format. Your iPhone 11 Pro involves visitors with a clean, clean and exquisite line style. Grab this PSD file and start winning over customers
with a modern touch. The first is that the mobile phone has been endowed with two new finishes. The team created a series of realistic simulations covering both iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro. Much like the freebie created by Ruslan Latypov, this includes Apple's biggest iPhone in an isometric view with a face turned up; but with a small difference,
this scene feels more fan. The model is available in PSD format with a fully customizable environment, smart layers and objects. Although, as practice shows, you do not need a figure of the size of life; only one hand can be enough to do the trick. Illustrator Fans Bonus We couldn't help but take into accountAdobe Illustrator fans. FREE iPhone X
Wireframe Mockup by Mostafa Hisham Hisham crafted specifically for this program. As for specifications, the mockup has an impressive resolution of 3,840 by 2,160 with support for 4k and 300 DPI for better quality. However, this time it features the flagship of Apple¢ÃÂÂs smartphones, the iPhone 13 Pro Max. Much like iPhone 11 mockup that is
featured at the top of the previous collection, this vigilantly crafted piece will also please you with high quality and overwhelming resolution. It is available in PSD andÃ ÂPDF formats. Mehran Shahid Chowdhury has chosen an unusual angle to show this powerful couple, thereby giving a certain zest to the presentation. It is available in PSDÃ Âformat.
Much like Zee Que, the team has covered all the manufacturer colors starting from classic white and ending with brand new purple. What¢ÃÂÂs more, designers have taken care of not only providing iPhone 11, 11 Pro, X, XS, XR mockups and templates but also with iPhone 8 and iWatch Series 5 designs to make presentations feel absolutely
complete. So, what is inside, and how do they differ from their only-a-grade-older siblings? However, they stick to the established structure of Apple¢ÃÂÂs lineup, offering one cheap model and two flagships in different sizes. Before starting with free iPhone X, XS, XR mockups we recommend you take a look at these two useful packs related to iPhone
X, XS, XR,Ã ÂHERO iPhone X Mockups andÃ ÂCharlotte iOS UI Kit for iPhone X. Just take a look at the set crafted by Deep Lab ¢ÃÂÂ it produces a powerful impression. On top of that, the team has reduced the size of the notch by 20% and moved the speaker grill a bit higher; therefore, proud owners of iPhone 13 will require a new case. Set the
background, change the gadget¢ÃÂÂs color, or even add decorations to create your scenery: one thing to remember before doing this ¢ÃÂÂ you need CS6 or a higher version for that. iPhone 13 Mockup from Asylab Asylab¢ÃÂÂs take on iPhone 13 is what you need to give your future A top-notch feeling. The solution works here - the scene looks
authentic. As for specifications, the size of the modeling is 3000 –2000 px, the resolution is 300dpi and the file format is PSD. Dmitriy decided to abandon the realistic vision and take on a classic presentation of the vector. Use it to create Wireframe presentations with a powerful industrial vibration on your beloved Mac. It perfectly describes all the
details of the device, such as three cameras on the back, a camera on the front, volume buttons and of course an iconic logo. Considering that the second scene shows two devices put together: one shows the front side, another shows the back where viewers can contemplate the camera's reach and the iconic Apple logo. However, if you want to make
some changes, you can do this easily because the file is fully customizable and well organized. In this case, you can grab the scene with iPhone 13 and iPad Pro, standing side by side and facing the viewers in advance. It is excellent to make the presentation of a product closer to the public, giving them a photorealistic quality. The toast includes in
three formats. Zee Who generously shared the two versions: the iPhone 11 Pro and the iPhone 11 Pro Max. What we really need is to appreciate the product. Last week, we warmly welcome to our family four new iPhones (iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Mini, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max). Anthony Boyd created a perfect pixel scene where the iPhone 12
Pro with graphite finish seemed to be lying on the table. The toast includes two screens and four color schemes. iPhone Mockup 13 of the Good Mockups The Good Mockups team created a set of professional and minimal scenes with highly realistic and detailed models of Apple's new major phones to show your thanks to your loyal fans. What's more,
he made thingsMore interesting, twisting an angle and perspective. iPhone 13 pro in mockup grantis that wants to add a human human touch your presentations this year? Free iPhone 11 Pro Mockup by Boris Design The team behind Boris Design created a series of interrelated freebies, where a professionally crafted iPhone 11 Pro Max is at the
heart of the composition. Minimalista and Vector Imam Maulana shows Apple's gadget in two purely decorative variants. In addition, it was announced that Apple could present a new color for iPhone next spring, and rumors said it could be purple. Mockup PSD DesignBolts Set Last but not least, in our collection. iPhone 11 Mockup – PSD If the
previous resolution is not enough, take a look at this excellent freebie created by a professional artist from Spain. The second change is an extra camera on the back. The rest is pure numbers: 1 inch display 1,792 x 828 resolution 94 x 2.98 x 0.33 dimension However, we will not deepen the specifications. Isometric iPhone 12 Pro Mockup If you want
to go off-the-beaten-track and surprise your audience with an unexpected twist, you can easily benefit from the isometric view of the new iPhone model. It is available in PowerPoint and Keynote formats. They released not only a standard version of a gadget, but also provided a mocking in an eye-catching perspective view. As for specifications, the
team reaches all the essentials. Green, red, black, white, yellow, purple – all colors are included. Last but not least, the floppy disk has a gigantic resolution: 9000×6000 (300 DPI) that makes every detail count. Each is delivered to all available finishes. It offers a polished, white-colored, white clay mockery to instill a sense of sophistication. There are
two important changes. So you need one of these models that feature people with smartphones in your hands. The renderings and styles meet all slexip slexip 000.2 rop 000.3 ed etropus e o£Ã§Ãuloser moc odahlated etnematla oledom mu Ã .sotisiuqer e However, when it comes to creating full-fledged showcases where UI of future application is
displayed under various angles, it certainly comes in handy by adding an extra level of credibility to the presentation. As a result, you can enjoy a great range of artworks that are ready to be put into play. Featuring both front and back sides, the scene looks fantastic. As for official finishes, the new generation of iPhone 13 and iPhone 13 Mini come
with five color options: midnight, blue, starlight, PRODUCT (RED), and brand-new pink. Free iPhone 13 Pro Clay Mockup Set by Deep Lab If you want to add zest to your presentation, you should certainly try clay style that is a pure white, so to say pristine, version of a device. The pack is centered around iPhone 13 Pro; therefore, you can find some
unique renderings there. Both Pro versions ship with four color options: gold, space gray, silver, and the new midnight green, plus a shocking three-camera system on the back. The free version houses the smartphone displayed under the standard perspective that opens the full beauty of the device: flat sides made from aluminum, glass plates,
slimmer notch, glossy Ceramic Shield, and polished buttons. iPhone 12 Device Mockups The team behind Wellgraf has also released its clean straight-on rendering of the latest iPhone. The best part is that the author has included three types of shadows (stand, floor, and floating) to give fellow designers extra freedom in their presentations. It is
available inÃ ÂPSD format. Consider the freebie from Pixels Design Team. The customization is done through the smart layers that make the editing process a child¢ÃÂÂs play. While you will not see impressive angles, isometric perspective, or floating scenes, it still does its job perfectly well by displaying the work in the highly realistic device,
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reuqlauq etnemlicaf rinifed edop ªÃcov ,setnegiletni sadamac s Ã sa§ÃarG supplied in a high resolution (5000 x 3333 px), RGB mode (300 dpi) and PSD format. Download the outline file and create your own stylish and modern modern modernHere, the devices are flying in the air and looking in different directions. Being ready for PowerPoint &
Keynote while our collection is focused mainly on the mocking that can be used and personalized in image editing software such as Photoshop or Sketch, the package by Hislide. Io takes care of those of you who require things for traditional presentation programs. The model is not inferior in quality to its rivals. He certainly meets the needs of
sophisticated usual. The iPhone X built by the LSTORE team has a Nifty design and vigilant organization that can be quickly personalized. Freebie comes in PSD format with smart objects. Therefore, this scene will, without dan, resonate with the bullshit, gaining extra bã´ nuses for credibility and familiarity. Although the waiting list is long, it does
not mean that we can not play with iPhone 11 and use it in our presentations now. In addition, you are also welcome to add the new shadow to spice things into your presentation. The model contains four high quality rendering of the device. Feel realistic if you are still losing a real touch to your presentations, so you can use new iPhone x mockups by
pierre borodin. The Free iPhone 12 Mockups Free iPhone 12 pro mockup from ls.Graphics graphics is famous for your eye to detail and great refinement; Therefore, your iPhone 12 pro mockup will please you with your exceptional look. As usual, you can get a high resolution PSD file with smart objects where you can customize every inch. You can
easily navigate through the scene and change every piece of it through well -organized smart layers. The artist found all the specifications and considered new details so that you can enjoy an increasingly realistic rendering. The first scene has an iPhone 13 alone â € “It is a perfect base ¡Ãl ¡Ãl e ,orP 31 enohPi odnaruges anamuh o£Ãm amu martsom
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rehlocse arap so£Ãm ed seµÃsrev saud They look a lot the same: metal frame, glass return, large block of Cá ¢ mera, cá ¢ mera, Massive screen in front. Ipad Pro Mockup and iPhone 13 Ricky Schmuck's Mockup, while all of the previous models show Ricky Schmuck's iPhone 13 Flying Solo, The Bundle, displays the collaboration of several new Apple
devices placed together. Each option has a PSD file. Do you think that's inspiring? The iPhone 11 Mockup team behind MockUpDaddy also shares a realistic iPhone 11 floppy. This time, the gadget is stopped close to nothing but the cup of coffee on paper. So far, what have we got? To adjust your old jobs to new realms and elegantly show the new
ones, below, you will find a collection of iPhone 13 maquettes created watchfully available for free personal and commercial use. Mockup Pro iPhone 11, unlike the previous solution, FreeBie by Asylab includes only one file with a scrupulously played digital version of iPhone 11 Pro. It is increasingly realistic and highly detailed thanks to the
considerable dimension (5644 x 4128 pixels). Professional and elegant, knowing very well your things, the Pixeden team is famous for gifts with excellent quality. You can change everything in the model because it is delivered in PSD format with fully customizable layers and smart objects. The artist approached all official finishes, including Starlight,
Midnight, Blue, Product Red and Fancy Pink; Therefore, you do not need to waste your time adjusting the colors. Mockup has five predefined official finishes, so you can quickly choose the desirable option, insert your work through customizable smart layers and instantly share your innovative ideas with your customers and potential customers.
Available in a fully layered and easily customizable file, it allows you to create other skins and create something original. High resolution and meticulous attention to detail lead eyes to contentof this model. This brings us a vibrant variety of color options that include yellow, white, white,(Product) Red, bold green and extravagant purple. Purple.
May 16, 2022 · Table Of Contents_Top 10 Best Keyboards for iPhone #1 Microsoft SwiftKey Keyboard for iPhone #2 Flesky Keyboard for iPhone #3 Tenor Keyboard for iPhone #4 Gboard Keyboard for iPhone #5 Typewise ... Jun 03, 2022 · Travel through time by exploring Hollywood.com's entertainment news archives, with 30+ years of
entertainment news content. ... Apple, the Apple logo, Apple TV, iPad, iPhone, iPod touch, iTunes ... Now for Windows and Mac! Video LightBox JS is a free wizard program that helps you easily embed video to website, web page or blog, in a few clicks without writing a single line of code. All it takes is 3 easy steps: 1.Add Video, 2.Select Template,
3.Publish. Jun 03, 2022 · Travel through time by exploring Hollywood.com's entertainment news archives, with 30+ years of entertainment news content. ... Apple, the Apple logo, Apple TV, iPad, iPhone, iPod touch, iTunes ... We Explain Technology. The 1928 animated short Steamboat Willie is regarded as the first appearance of Mickey Mouse, but
the iconic mouse technically made his first appearance in a cartoon short called Plane Crazy earlier in the year. The short never made it beyond the screening phase, however, as not only did audiences not care for it, but Walt Disney failed to secure a … Vainglory is a free-to-play video game with in-game purchases, developed and published by Super
Evil Megacorp for iOS, Android and PC.The game is a version of the MOBA wherein two opposing teams of three or five players fight to destroy the enemy by controlling the path between the bases, which is lined by turrets and guarded by AI-controlled enemy creatures called minions. Download drag and drop website builder software! 5500+
templates. Free, easy & fast! ... Mobirise is a free offline downloadable app for Windows, Mac, Linux to easily create small/medium websites, landing pages, ... Start with creating a new website and picking up the template. Then expand the blocks panel with the big red "plus" button in the ... May 16, 2022 · Table Of Contents_Top 10 Best Keyboards
for iPhone #1 Microsoft SwiftKey Keyboard for iPhone #2 Flesky Keyboard for iPhone #3 Tenor Keyboard for iPhone #4 Gboard Keyboard for iPhone #5 Typewise ... Jan 06, 2022 · Open your iPhone's... This wikiHow teaches you how to use a phone, tablet, or computer camera to scan a QR code. ... This will search for the Windows Store app that's
built into all Windows 10 computers. ... and let the phone scan it. If your camera doesn't do this automatically, you may need to either update your phone or download an app. ... Inside.com is an online community where professionals can dive into their interests. Get the latest in business, tech, and crypto on Inside. Jan 03, 2019 · Get a list of our
favorite Windows 10 live wallpapers.. Download 2. FLHUD. FLHUD is another awesome Rainmeter skin that I often use on my laptop. It makes things much easier since you have a top-bar widget with customizable hyperlinks, Spotify visualizer and lastly the date and time widget.The moment I am on my desktop I can switch to any website within …
Store photos and docs online. Access them from any PC, Mac or phone. Create and work together on Word, Excel or PowerPoint documents. Mockup Templates. Explore more than 86,000 pixel-perfect design mockup templates to display digital artwork in context. Bring your designs to life with branding, web, mobile, and print mockups in various
styles. Jan 03, 2019 · Get a list of our favorite Windows 10 live wallpapers.. Download 2. FLHUD. FLHUD is another awesome Rainmeter skin that I often use on my laptop. It makes things much easier since you have a top-bar widget with customizable hyperlinks, Spotify visualizer and lastly the date and time widget.The moment I am on my desktop I
can switch to any website within … Inside.com is an online community where professionals can dive into their interests. Get the latest in business, tech, and crypto on Inside. Vainglory is a free-to-play video game with in-game purchases, developed and published by Super Evil Megacorp for iOS, Android and PC.The game is a version of the MOBA
wherein two opposing teams of three or five players fight to destroy the enemy by controlling the path between the bases, which is lined by turrets and guarded by AI-controlled enemy creatures called minions. Feb 14, 2021 · Search for a template. Scroll through the Microsoft Word home page to find a template you like, or type word into the search
bar at the top of the page to search for matching templates. For example, if you wanted to find budget-related templates, you would type "budget" into the search bar. Download drag and drop website builder software! 5500+ templates. Free, easy & fast! ... Mobirise is a free offline downloadable app for Windows, Mac, Linux to easily create
small/medium websites, landing pages, ... Start with creating a new website and picking up the template. Then expand the blocks panel with the big red "plus" button in the ... iOS 12 is the twelfth major release of the iOS mobile operating system developed by Apple Inc. Aesthetically similar to its predecessor, iOS 11, it focuses less on new functions
than on performance, quality improvements and security updates.Announced at the company's Worldwide Developers Conference on June 4, 2018, iOS 12 was released to the public on September 17, … Download Free Website Builder and Create Your Own Website ... You could merely start modifying it or even select a different template that appeals
to you more. Design Your Website. Design your website in a visual way: move blocks on your page and inside your web pages, type some content, incorporate pictures, embed videos, change colors, fonts ... Now for Windows and Mac! Video LightBox JS is a free wizard program that helps you easily embed video to website, web page or blog, in a few
clicks without writing a single line of code. All it takes is 3 easy steps: 1.Add Video, 2.Select Template, 3.Publish. Windows® 7 SP1 Home Premium, Professional or Ultimate (64 bit), Windows® 8 (64 bit), Windows® 8.1 withApril 2014 Update (64 bit), Windows® 10 (64 bit), Windows® 11 (64 bit) Intel® Core™ i7-2600K (3.4 GHz) or higher, AMD FX
8320 (3.5 GHz) or higher, 4 GB RAM
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